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TREND REPORT: MINIMALISM
VADO’s refined and understated basin mixers
are today’s must-have essentials to give your
bathroom a sleek and stylish refresh.
Developed to perfectly coordinate with the
current trend for linear sanitaryware, three VADO
favourites Geo, Notion and Origins have been
reinvigorated to make them the ideal choice for a
minimalist bathroom.
Including a high quality, chrome finish and an
unrivalled 12 year guarantee, your bathroom
brassware will provide a contemporary aesthetic
for years to come.

Notion and Geo’s superior deck mounted basin
mixers feature low profile, soft-turn cubic handles
providing a striking look when teamed with the
harmonised spout. These bold basin mixers are a
true design statement for the bathroom.

Origins beautifully combines subtle contours
with striking and sophisticated design details
to naturally deliver a sense of effortless chic.

Notion’s eye-catching, cubic angles purely state idyllic
modernity, with fashioned corners for added definition,
this refined mixer is equipped for any high-end interior.

Featuring an improved trim body, flat
surfaces, an angled spout and a unique

GET THE LOOK:

centre lift lever handle, Geo has been
truly refreshed.

Striking, sophisticated and contemporary, VADO’s
stylish slim mixers perfectly complement smaller
basins and statement basins alike. The perfect choice
for achieving a minimalist look.
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1 Origins Slimline Mono Basin Mixer ORI-200/SB-C/P £219.00
2 Geo Slimline Mono Basin Mixer GEO-200/SB-C/P £264.00
3 Notion Slimline Mono Basin Mixer NOT-200/SB-C/P £264.00
4 Geo Deck Mounted Basin Mixer GEO-201-C/P £388.00
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5 Notion Deck Mounted Basin Mixer NOT-201-C/P £439.00

All Prices Include VAT
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